First-Response
Personal Notification
Unit
About the EMTRAC System
By utilizing precise GPS and inertial navigation,
the EMTRAC Personal Notification Unit (PNU)
enables first-responders to monitor the location
and status of team members in real time, while
receiving notification alerts during critical
situations.
With the EMTRAC system, detailed position and
environmental data is sent via secure RF radio,
and monitoring personnel are able to view this
information while on-site. Notification alerts may
be customized to inform monitoring personnel,
and other team members, of critical events—such
as excessive temperatures, falls, or lack of motion.
The Personal Notification Unit provides accurate interior locations and the EMTRAC software displays
these positions on integrated GIS maps. Because the EMTRAC system displays both linear and vertical
positions, monitoring personnel can determine team-member locations by the exact floor.

PNU Features

PNU Benefits

• Ultra-bright LED, high-volume speaker,
and vibration ensures that team
members notice critical alerts.

Timeliness: Team members are
alerted of critical events or conditions,
enabling quick recognition and
response.

• Customizable alert thresholds include
temperature, fall detection, no-motion
detection, and apparent disorientation.
• On-screen movement and detailed
event logs may be recorded and saved
for later playback and review.
• Third-party GIS maps may be integrated
in Central Monitor, providing agencywide consistency and familiarity.
• Manually-activated panic button
enables personnel to notify team
members of critical situations.
• Monitoring personnel can quickly find
team-member location and status with
the EMTRAC Central Monitor software.

Flexibility: Alert thresholds and events
may be customized to avoid unwanted
alerts.
Expandability: PNU Components
are compatible with existing EMTRAC
equipment, enabling inexpensive
expansion from current EVP capability.
Resourcefulness: On-screen playback
and activity logs may be used to
recognize performance trends—
indicating areas of needed training.
Remoteability: When used with
wayside detectors, activity may be
monitored at central locations.
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The EMTRAC Components
Personal Notification Unit (PNU): Enclosed in a
rugged case, the PNU uses precision GPS, inertial
navigation, and frequency-hopping spread spectrum
radio to transmit real-time locations, while also storing
detailed activity and alert logs. The PNU is equipped
with a 12-hour rechargeable battery capable of
sounding low-charge alerts. It may also be configured
to automatically transfer activity logs while recharging.

Personal
Notification Unit

Vehicle
Computer Unit

Vehicle Computer Unit (VCU): Onboard unit is
connected to a laptop that displays real-time location
and status for multiple personnel. The VCU is also
capable of supporting additional EMTRAC functions,
including signal-priority requests and collisionavoidance warnings.
Central Monitor Software: Displays detailed location
and status information on integrated GIS maps and
activity logs. In addition to on-board laptops, Central
Monitor may be installed at central locations for remote
real-time monitoring.

Central Monitor Software

Wayside Detector (optional): This network-connected
dual-card unit is installed in wayside cabinets and forwards
real-time vehicle and personnel activity to central locations
running the EMTRAC Central Monitor software.
PNU Interrogator (optional): Network-connected unit
installed at charging stations automatically downloads
activity logs and uploads firmware or database updates.

PNU Interrogator Kit

PNU Specifications
Dimensions:
Battery Life:
Memory:
Connections:
GPS:
UHF Radio:

H-5.35” x W-2.45” x D-1.35”
12-hour typical
Non-volatile, Up to 10,000 events
GPS antenna, UHF antenna, Data Communication, and Recharge Port
Nav. Update Rate: 2 Hz
GPS Sensitivity: -160 dBm, -147 dBm cold start
Transmit Power: 1mW - 1 Watt
Frequency: 902 - 928 MHz
Spectrum: FHSS
Modulation: FSK (Frequency Shift Keying)
Encryption: 256-bit AES
Urban Range: Up to 3,600 ft
Rcvr. Sensitivity: -110 dBm
Throughput Range: 9,600bps - 115,200bps

*All specifications subject to change
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